Abstract-Many topology-dependent transmission scheduling algorithms have been proposed to minimize the time-division multiple-access frame length in multihop packet radio networks (MPRNs), in which changes of the topology inevitably require recomputation of the schedules. The need for constant adaptation of schedules-to-mobile topology entails significant problems, especially in the highly dynamic mobile environments. Hence, topology-transparent scheduling algorithms have been proposed, which utilize Galois field theory and Latin squares theory. In this paper, we discuss the topology-transparent broadcast scheduling design for MPRNs. For single-channel networks, we propose the modified Galois field design (MGD) and the Latin square design (LSD) for topology-transparent broadcast scheduling. The MGD obtains much smaller minimum frame length (MFL) than the existing scheme while the LSD can even achieve possible performance gain when compared with the MGD, under certain conditions. Moreover, the inner relationship between scheduling designs based on different theories is revealed and proved, which provides valuable insight. For the topology-transparent broadcast scheduling in multichannel networks, in which little research has been done, the proposed multichannel Galois field design ( 
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I. INTRODUCTION
A PACKET radio network consists of a number of geographically dispersed mobile radio nodes that can wirelessly communicate between each other. Each node has limited transmission range; thus, the packets may be relayed over multiple nodes before the destination node is reached. Scheduling of transmissions so that neighboring nodes can successfully exchange information even with the presence of conflict is a fundamental requirement in packet radio networks. It is also one of the central issues in implementing time-division multiple-access (TDMA) protocols and is usable for code-division multiple-access (CDMA) networks, especially when nodes cannot concurrently receive transmissions from all neighbors [1] . Here, we discuss only TDMA networks. In a scheduled access method of the TDMA network, time is divided into equal-length frames, which are composed of a number of fixed-length slots. The slot is designed to accommodate the transmission of one fixed-size packet. When nodes communicate, two types of conflicts may occur [1] . The primary conflict refers to the situation when a node transmitting in a particular slot cannot receive any packet in the same slot and vice versa. The secondary conflict refers to the situation when a node cannot receive more than one packet in one slot. In both cases, all packets are rendered useless. In the TDMA scheduling, a node is able to transmit data during each frame to any neighbor in at least one slot without any conflict. In conventional TDMA networks, every node has one preassigned and unique slot during each frame-to-transmit data. For a fully connected network, which means every node is a neighbor of all other nodes, the scheme works well. However, in multihop networks with a large number of nodes, the method will be inefficient while spatial reuse will greatly improve system performance. Much research has been done on how to design transmission schedules to obtain good performance [1] - [12] . Previous studies concentrated on designing fair conflict-free algorithms that maximize the throughput or minimize the frame length based on topology information [5] - [8] , [10] - [12] . The problems of determining schedules with maximum throughput and obtaining the minimum frame length (MFL) have been shown to be nameplate (NP) complete [4] , [9] . Although good performance can be obtained for these topology-dependent algorithms, the obvious disadvantage is that they are topology dependent, which means that when the topology changes, the previous schedules are expired and new schedules should be generated. The topology-dependent character will generate significant overhead, especially in highly dynamic environments. Therefore, efficiency and robustness are vulnerable in mobile environments. To address the problem, topology-transparent algorithms have been proposed [1] - [3] . By allowing contentions, a topology-independent algorithm was proposed in [1] to guarantee that each node has at least one successful transmission slot to any neighbor in each frame. In [2] , further improvements through a similar method were achieved and a topology-transparent algorithm was proposed to maximize the minimum guaranteed throughput. The above algorithms are focused on single-channel networks. If multiple channels are provided, they cannot be applied efficiently and multichannel scheduling designs should be discussed. The existing topology-transparent scheduling algorithms are based on the Galois field theory and the Latin square theory.
In this paper, we discuss the topology-transparent broadcast scheduling design for multihop packet radio networks (MPRNs). For single-channel networks, we propose the modified Galois field design (MGD) and the Latin square design (LSD) for topology-transparent broadcast scheduling. The MGD obtains much smaller minimum frame length (MFL) than the existing scheme, while the LSD can even achieve possible performance gain as compared with the MGD, under certain conditions. Moreover, the inner relationship between scheduling designs based on different theories is revealed and proved, which provides valuable insight. For topology-transparent broadcast scheduling in multichannel networks, in which little research has been done, the proposed multichannel Galois field design (MCGD) can reduce the MFL approximately times as compared with the MGD when channels are available. Detailed numerical results show that the proposed algorithms outperform existing algorithms in the sense that they can achieve a much smaller MFL.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Relevant background material is given in Section II. In Section III, the MGD and LSD for single-channel networks are proposed. Moreover, the inner relationship between scheduling designs based on Galois field theory and Latin square theory is revealed and proved. The MCGD for multichannel networks is proposed in Section IV. Section V presents numerical results and performance analysis and Section VI concludes.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Network Model
Given an MPRN consisting of homogeneous nodes, an identical transmission radius is assumed for all nodes and each node is given a unique identification number (ID). Every node has its neighbors, which are inside its transmission range. Suppose the maximum number of neighbors for any node in the network is bounded by (also known as the maximum degree of the graph abstracted from the network; such degree-bounded topology has been discussed in [13] , [14] ). The transmission channel is assumed to be error free; hence, reception failure is only due to the two types of conflicts discussed in Section I. For a node (say ) transmitting a packet to one of its neighboring nodes (say ), successful transmission means that receives the packet without any conflict. For a single-channel MPRN, every node is assumed to be equipped with a single transceiver to communicate with other nodes. Moreover, time is divided into equal-length frames, each composed of a number of fixed-length slots. For a multichannel network (suppose the number of channels is ), every node is assumed to be equipped with receivers, but only one transmitter. Therefore, every node can receive the packets on all channels at the same time, but can only transmit one packet at a time. A node cannot transmit the data while receiving the data on the same channel. Furthermore, the time span of each channel is divided into equal-length frames and synchronized with other channels. Each frame is composed of a number of fixed-length slots.
How to schedule the transmissions for all the nodes so that a given node is able to transmit data to an arbitrary neighbor in at least one slot without any conflict during each frame is the key issue for the TDMA scheduling. Due to the mobile topology of the MPRNs, topology-dependent scheduling will entail significant problems. Designing topology-transparent scheduling schemes for the MPRNs is the goal of the paper. The scheduling should be made independent of the network topology. Obviously, the simplest way is to assign each node a unique slot during the frame, which will generate a large frame length. However, utilizing the spatial reuse technology and mathematical theories, significant improvement can be achieved. Two types of theories have been utilized in the topology-transparent scheduling design [1] - [3] . One is the Galois-field and the other is the Latin squares [5] .
B. Galois Field
Here, we briefly review some fundamental concepts of the Galois field [15] .
Definition 1: A set on which an operation is defined is called a group if the following properties are satisfied: 1) associative , ; 2) identity contains an element such that , ; 3) inverse for any , there exists another element such that ; and 4) closure for any two elements , is also in . In addition, if , then is a communicative group.
Definition 2: Let be a set of elements on which two operations called addition and multiplication are defined. is a field if the following conditions are satisfied: 1) forms a communicative group under and the additive identity element is labeled "0" and 2)
forms a communicative group under and the identity element is labeled "1"; 3) , .
Let
. This finite field is known as Galois field and exists only if is a prime or prime power, denoted as GF( ). For example, if , then the elements of GF(5) can be represented by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 . The operations on GF(5) are addition and multiplication modulo 5. If is a prime power, the element representation should utilize polynomials, which is somewhat more involved [1] . However, the essential idea of our algorithms is independent of the particular representations of the Galois field.
There exist distinct polynomials of degree over GF( ). This is because a degree polynomial contains coefficients ( ) and each of them can have one of the values over GF( ).
C. Latin Squares
All the definitions and theorems (including the proof) of Latin squares can be found in [3] , [5] .
Definition 3: A Latin square of order is an square array composed of symbols from 1 to such that each symbol appears once in each row and once in each column. A construction method of the complete set of Latin squares can be found in [5, Theorem 5.2.4] . We define as the largest size of the orthogonal set for the Latin square with order . For most nonprime powers of , the exact value of remains unknown, but should be less than . The topologytransparent scheduling design in [3] is based on Latin squares.
D. Broadcast Traffic
In this context, the broadcast traffic is identified as the mediaaccess-control (MAC) layer traffic, i.e., broadcast means that one node attempts to transfer the same data packet to all of its neighboring nodes simultaneously. An example is illustrated in Fig. 1 , in which the traffic from is the broadcast traffic (to all of its neighboring nodes). The MAC layer broadcast is one of the fundamental issues for MPRNs. Suppose a node attempts to broadcast one packet to all its neighbors with the topologytransparent TDMA scheduling utilizing the broadcast address. When multiple neighboring nodes receive a packet successfully in the same slot, which may occur frequently, the replied acknowledgment packet(s) may suffer the secondary conflict, so cannot receive the acknowledgment packet successfully. Hence, the MAC layer acknowledgment cannot be applied to the broadcast traffic. In this case, the way to guarantee that every neighbor of can receive the packet is to transmit the same packet in all of its transmission slots during one frame. (Recall that, in the TDMA scheduling, a node can transmit data to any neighbor without any conflict in at least one slot during one frame.) can broadcast one packet per frame to its neighbors successfully. Therefore, the maximum broadcast throughput is obtained by determining the MFL and, thus, MFL scheduling should be our design goal.
III. PROPOSED SINGLE-CHANNEL TOPOLOGY-TRANSPARENT
TDMA BROADCAST SCHEDULING For single-channel networks, we propose the MGD and the LSD for topology-transparent broadcast scheduling, which are based on the Galois field theory and the Latin square theory, respectively. Then the inner relationship between the scheduling designs, based on different theories, is revealed and proved.
A. Proposed GF-Based Topology-Transparent Broadcast Scheduling Design
In the proposed GF-based scheduling design, for a chosen Galois field GF( ) ( must be a prime or prime power), the number of polynomials over GF( ) with a maximum degree is ( is a nonnegative integer). If we assign each node a distinct polynomial (1) is required where is the total number of nodes. Divide time into equal length frames. Each frame is further divided into subframes and each subframe is composed of fixed-length slots, which implies that the frame length ( ) is slots. Each node will transmit during one slot, in each subframe, which is termed its transmission slot. Thus, each node has transmission slots during one frame. For a given node, its transmission slots are determined by its assigned polynomial through the following method. Suppose the polynomial assigned to node is . Then the transmission slot for in the th subframe of a frame is the th slot. Based on polynomial theory, if condition is satisfied, any two nodes have at most conflicts during one frame. (For a detailed proof, please refer to [1] and [2] .) Since each node can have at most neighbors, to guarantee that every node can transmit data to any neighbor in at least one slot during one frame, the following equation should be satisfied:
We are interested in determining the optimal and . which can minimize the frame length. Suppose is the frame length for a given , which is the shortest over various s. We now determine the optimal , which can minimize . Based on (1) and (2), we present the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Suppose is the unique positive root of equation Proof: To prove Theorem 1, we first prove that for all , . Then we prove that for all , . Based on (1), (2,) and (5) Consider that increases with and that decreases with . Then, for all , . We have (6) For a certain , the frame length should be . Since , the frame length . is obtained when . and will increase with . Therefore, for all , . Next, we will prove that for all , . If , since should be a nonnegative integer, the proof is obvious
. The case when is our concern. Considering increases with and decreases with , for all (7) Thus (8) For a certain , , the corresponding frame length . Thus, the will be obtained when and for all . We should prove by (7) (9) According to the binomial expansion (10) and (11) where is the number of combination. Denote as and as (12) Since ( is a positive integer)
We have (14) By (12), . Then by (10) and (11), we have Recall that is a prime number or a prime power. Let be the minimum prime number or prime power and the minimum prime number or prime power . Then , . Based on the above theorem and discussions, we obtain our algorithm, the MGD, to achieve the minimum frame length and to assign the transmission slots to every node as follows.
1) Obtain and determine as well as the optimal . 2) Determine and from . If , then and . If , then and . Hence, we know that polynomials are available and the chosen Galois field is GF .
3) Distribute the polynomials to nodes; each node should calculate its transmission slots during the frame.
In the MGD, each node has at least one slot to transmit data to any neighbor during each frame. Compared with the existing algorithm, the GRAND algorithm, [1] which chose the MFL to be to achieve the same performance, our proposed algorithm will always obtain much smaller MFL. Table I illustrates some examples. (In Table I , means the case when every node obtains a unique slot during a frame.) A detailed comparison will be shown in Section V ("M" is short for the MGD; "G" is short for the GRAND).
Since is greater than 0, . Therefore, the MFL generated by the GRAND . When , the MFL will exceed , which is even worse for the traditional TDMA scheduling (i.e., each node has a unique slot during a frame). The extreme case is , in which MFL . Therefore, we acknowledge that the GRAND algorithm should be utilized only when is not large. Note that here we discuss the broadcast traffic only and the MAC layer acknowledgment cannot be applied. The main concern for the system throughput is the frame length. In the MGD, when , the MFL will be (the MGD will choose in this case). When , the MGD will choose the best and to obtain the MFL, which is always much smaller than the MFL from the GRAND algorithm. The reason that the MGD algorithm outperforms the GRAND algorithm is as follows. In the GRAND algorithm, a frame structure is utilized (MFL is only dependent on ), while in our MGD, a frame structure is applied (MFL is dependent on and , where can be different from ), which gives the scheduling design more flexibility. Suppose the MFL generated by the MGD is and that generated by the GRAND is for the same and . We have which implies . Next, we provide some examples for further illustrations of different approaches.
Example 1: In this example, and . Hence, . From MGD, we can obtain that , , and the optimal . While from GRAND, and the optimal . The frame structures that different approaches utilized are shown in Fig. 2 . In the MGD, the utilized polynomial over GF (23) is , , and are . In the GRAND, the utilized polynomial over GF (17) is , , , and are . Assume a node utilizes to generate its transmission slots in the MGD and a node utilizes to generate its transmission slots in the GRAND. Denote [ ] as the th slot in the th subframe. Then, the transmission slots for are [0, 5] , [1, 8] , [2, 11] , [3, 14] , [4, 17] , [5, 20] , [6, 0] , [7, 3] and the transmission slots for are [0, 6] , [1, 15] , [2, 7] , [3, 16] , [4, 8] , [5, 0] , [6, 9] , [7, 1] , [8, 10] , [9, 2] , [10, 11] , [11, 3] , [12, 12] , [13, 4] , [14, 13] , [15, 5] , [16, 14] . The MFL of the MGD is 184, which is much less than the MFL of the GRAND (289).
Example 2: In this example, and . Hence,
. From MGD, we can obtain that , , and the optimal , while from GRAND, and the optimal . In the MGD, the utilized polynomial over GF(47) is , , and are . In the GRAND, the utilized polynomial over GF(37) is , , , and are . Assume a node utilizes to generate its transmission slots in the MGD and a node utilizes to generate its transmission slots in the GRAND. Then the transmission slots for are [0,17], [1, 19] , [2, 21] , [3, 23] , [4, 25] , [5, 27] , [6, 29] , [7, 31] , [8, 33] , [9, 35] , [10, 37] , [11, 39] , [12, 41] , [13, 43] , [14, 45] , [15, 0] , [16, 2] , [17, 4] , and the transmission slots for are [0, 8] , [1, 13] , [2, 20] , [3, 29] , [4, 3] , [5, 16] , [6, 31] , [7, 11] , [8, 30] , [9, 14] , [10, 0] , [11, 25] , [12, 15] , [13, 7] , [14, 1] , [15, 34] [36, 5] . The MFL of the MGD is 846, which is much less than the MFL of the GRAND (1369).
B. Proposed Latin Squares Topology-Transparent Broadcast Scheduling Design
Latin squares have nice properties that can be applied to many applications. In [3] , they have been utilized to design the multichannel topology-transparent point-to-point traffic scheduling. In this part, we will propose a Latin squares topology-transparent broadcast scheduling design, termed LSD. Suppose the maximum size of the orthogonal set of the Latin squares with order is . Moreover, suppose the time axis is composed of equal-length frames and each frame is divided into subframes. Each subframe is further divided into slots. The frame length is
The scheduling construction is from these orthogonal sets. Basically, radio units share one common Latin square from these orthogonal sets and the time-slot-assignment pattern of each of these radio units is represented by one of the distinct symbol patterns in the first rows of a Latin square. The following is the assignment scheme. For example, suppose , , and node is assigned symbol "2" in the Latin square (refer to Section II-C). Then the transmission slots of are the following: slot 2 in subframe 1, slot 1 in subframe 2, and slot 4 in subframe 3. The different rows in the Latin square represent the subframes ( rows represent subframes) and the symbol pattern represents the transmission slot pattern. From the construction scheme, it is clear that if two nodes obtain the symbol from the same Latin square, their transmission slots will never conflict at any time. If two nodes obtain the symbol from a different Latin square, their transmission slots will have at most one conflict during each frame [3] .
Since every node can have at most neighbors, if
we can guarantee that each node will have at least one successful transmission slot for any neighbor during each frame. Note that any two nodes cannot share the same symbol from the same Latin square. Otherwise, these two nodes will have conflicts all the time. Further, radio units share one common Latin square and the maximum size of the orthogonal set of Latin squares with order is . Therefore, we have
From Section II-C, we know that . By (20), . By (18) and (19), the MFL for the LSD is achieved when and . Compared with the MGD, the MFL of the LSD is similar to that of the MGD when is 1.
However, since is not restricted to be a prime or prime power in the LSD, in some cases the LSD may generate a somewhat smaller MFL than the MGD. For example, suppose , . For the MGD, . Then we can obtain that , , and the optimal . Each frame is composed of 16 subframes and each subframe is composed of 29 slots. The MGD will produce the frame length and the utilized polynomial over GF (29) is , and are . For the LSD, and . Each frame is composed of 16 subframes and each subframe is composed of 25 slots. The frame length is 400, which is less than that of the MGD.
The disadvantage of the LSD is as follows. If is fixed, for the LSD, is . For the MGD, since is [1] , is . Thus, the MFL of the LSD increases much faster with than that of the MGD. The reason is that the Latin square with order can, at most, be utilized by nodes. If is large, in order to guarantee that no two nodes have the same symbol in the same Latin square, we should obtain more orthogonal Latin squares, which will significantly increase the order of the Latin square as well as the MFL. The small size of the orthogonal Latin square set with order is the main disadvantage of the LSD. For example, suppose and . For the MGD, . Then we can obtain that , , and the optimal . Each frame is composed of 13 subframes and each subframe is composed of 17 slots. The MGD will produce the frame length and the utilized polynomial over GF (17) is , , and are . For the LSD, and . Each frame is composed of 7 subframes and each subframe is composed of 48 slots. The frame length is 336, which is larger than that of the MGD. For the GRAND, and the frame length is 361.
C. Relationship Between Designs Based on Different Theories
Through the analysis in Section III-B, it seems that a certain relationship exists between the designs based on Latin squares and those based on GF. The following theorem illustrates the relationship between the GF-based scheduling design and the Latin square scheduling design.
Theorem 2: If we restrict to be a prime or a prime power, the transmission maps produced by all the polynomials with degree 1 based on GF( ) are the same as the transmission maps produced by one of the complete orthogonal Latin square sets with order .
Proof: First, we consider the case when, during one frame, the number of slots is equal to the number of subframes ( ). In the GF design scheme, the transmission map for a node is generated by its assigned polynomial and one polynomial can generate one transmission map. If two nodes have conflicts in their transmission slots, we say that their transmission maps have overlaps. For , the polynomial is represented by ( ), where ( or 0). We split the polynomials into groups. In each group, the polynomials have the same but different . Each group has polynomials. The group formation is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Inside one group, each polynomial can generate one transmission map. Hence, in total transmission maps can be obtained in one group. For a polynomial , its transmission map will determine the th subframe, the th slot as its transmission slots ( from 0 to ). Since, in one group is identical for all polynomials, two transmission maps generated by any two polynomials in the same group have no overlap. Next, we utilize these transmission maps in one group to form a matrix in the following way. In each group, denote the index of a polynomial as . Hence, the indices for all polynomials in one group will be from 0 to and each polynomial in the same group has a distinct index. For a transmission map generated by the polynomial with index , we set the ( , ) element of the matrix to be if the th slot of the th subframe is one of the transmission slot of the transmission map. We illustrate the matrix formation process by a simple example. Assume and that there are 4 groups with being 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively ( ). The matrix formation process for these 4 groups is shown in Fig. 4 . Since each transmission map has transmission slots and no overlap exists between any two transmission maps in the same group, all the entries of the matrix will be filled. Obviously, such a matrix [denoted as GF( ) matrix] determines the transmission maps generated by the polynomials in one group. There are in total matrices [denoted as GF( ) matrix set], which determine all the transmission maps generated by the polynomials with . Next, we prove that a GF( ) matrix set is a complete orthogonal Latin square set. If we can prove 1) GF( ) matrix is a Latin square; 2) any two GF( ) matrices are orthogonal, then by Definition 5 in Section II-C, GF( ) matrix set forms a complete orthogonal Latin square set.
Proof of 1: For a given GF( ) matrix, suppose it is constructed by the group that have the polynomials such as . For a transmission map generated by the polynomial with index , the transmission slot will be one and only one per subframe. Hence, the index can appear once and only once in each row. Next, we show that one index can appear once and only once in each column. Suppose one index appears twice in the same column, say and . Hence, the following equations should be satisfied:
(21) and (22) From (21) and (22), we have (23) Since and are different numbers from 0 to , cannot be and is from 1 to . However, over the GF( ), the multiplication of any two nonzero numbers cannot be zero [15] . Hence, (23) is not true, which implies that one index cannot appear twice in the same column. Since all the entries are filled and only indices are available, one index can appear once and only once in each column. By Definition 3 in Section II-C, GF( ) matrix is a Latin square. As an example, in Fig. 4 , each matrix generated is a Latin square.
Proof of 2: For any two GF( ) matrices, suppose one is constructed by the group that has polynomials such as and the other is constructed by the group that has polynomials such as . Suppose one index pair appears twice in row , column and row , column . Then we have Since and are different numbers from 0 to , cannot be , as does . The multiplication of two nonzero elements on GF( ) cannot be zero [15] . Hence, (28) is not true, which implies that every index pair from these two matrices are different. By Definition 4 in Section II-C, any two GF( ) matrices are orthogonal. As an example, in Fig. 4 , any two matrices are orthogonal.
Therefore, GF( ) matrix set forms a complete orthogonal set. Further, recall that in the Latin square design, every nodes share one matrix and the transmission map of each of these nodes is represented by one of the distinct symbol patterns in the Latin square. If we utilize GF( ) matrix set as the orthogonal Latin square set for the Latin square design, the transmission maps generated by the Latin square design should be the same as that generated by the polynomials with over GF( ). When , the transmission maps generated by the GF design with based on GF( ) are the same as the transmission maps generated by the first rows of the GF( ) matrix set.
Theorem 2 means that if is restricted to be a prime or prime power, the design based on Latin squares is only a special case of the design based on GF (when ). Theorem 2 not only illustrates the relationship between the topology-transparent scheduling designs based on different theories, but also provides a simple method to generate the maximum orthogonal set of Latin squares with order , which is different from [5, Theorem 5.2.4] . Due to space limitation, we omit the details here. In [3] , a scheduling design based on Latin squares for the unicast traffic was proposed. Based on Theorem 2, we realize that a better performance may be obtained by utilizing the GF-based design scheme, which will be done in future research.
IV. PROPOSED MULTICHANNEL TOPOLOGY-TRANSPARENT TDMA BROADCAST SCHEDULING
If multiple channels are available, topology-transparent TDMA broadcast scheduling design remains unknown. In [3] , a topology-transparent scheduling design was proposed for the unicast traffic in multichannel networks. However, little research has been done on the topology-transparent scheduling design for the broadcast traffic in multichannel networks to obtain minimum frame length. Suppose the number of channels is and every node is equipped with receivers but only one transmitter. Every node can receive the packets on all channels at the same time, but can only transmit one packet at a time. A node cannot transmit data while receiving data on the same channel and vice versa. The time axis of each channel is divided into frames and synchronized with other channels. Moreover, each frame is composed of a number of fixed-length slots.
Although multichannel networks are the natural extension of single-channel networks, the topology-transparent scheduling design is different. In multichannel networks, we should utilize the given channels as much as possible, which is not a concern in single-channel networks. Moreover, every node cannot transmit on more than one channel at a time, since every node is equipped with only one transmitter.
A. Proposed MCGD
In the MCGD, for a chosen Galois field GF( ), the number of polynomials over GF( ) with a maximum degree is ( is a non-negative integer). Our approach assigns each node a distinct polynomial, which requires the following inequality to hold:
The time span is divided into equal-length frames. Each frame is composed of subframes with indices from 0 to and each subframe is composed of slots with indices from 0 to . Suppose the polynomial assigned to node is . Then the transmission map of is generated as follows. During each frame, will transmit on channel in slot of subframe , from 0 to . Thus, every node will transmit in slots during each frame and the frame length is . Based on the above scheme, we have the following results.
Theorem 3: According to our transmission map-generation scheme, any two nodes have at most conflicts during one frame on all channels. Moreover, every node will not transmit on more than one channels in one slot, which means that the scheme is applicable under the restriction of one transmitter per node.
Proof: When , every frame is composed of one subframe. For a node with polynomial , the node will transmit on channel , in slot , from 0 to . Consider the difference of two corresponding polynomials assigned to node and . Suppose the two nodes have more than conflicts during one frame, which means that the number of roots of the difference is more than . On the other hand, since the degree of all the polynomials is , the degree of the difference between any two polynomials should be . Therefore, the number of the roots of the difference of any two polynomials cannot exceed . Thus, any two nodes have at most conflicts during one frame on all the channels. Moreover, during each slot every node transmits once and only once. Therefore, every node will not transmit on more than one channels during each slot.
When , each frame is composed of subframes indexed from 0 to and each subframe is composed of slots indexed from 0 to . For a given node , we first establish the matrix to represent the transmission slots of a node. Suppose the polynomial assigned to is . Then the entry of of the matrix will be set to 1, while other entries of the matrix will be set to 0. Let the paired entry be referred to as two entries in different matrices with the same indices. For two matrices generated by any two nodes, at most paired entries will have the same value as 1 (the number of roots of the difference between any two polynomials can not exceed ).
For such a matrix generated by (node 's polynomial), we divide it into smaller matrices with index from 0 to utilizing the division method illustrated in Fig. 5 . The unfilled part of the th matrix will be set to 0. After that, these matrices will be utilized by as its transmission maps for all the subframes during one frame, i.e., the th matrix will be applied for the th subframe. If the th row, th column of the th matrix is 1, should transmit in subframe , slot on channel , which establishes one-to-one mapping relation between the matrices and the frame. Since, for two matrices generated by any two nodes, at most paired entries will have the same value as 1, any two nodes have at most conflicts during one frame on all channels. Moreover, given ( from 0 to ) during the th slot of all the subframes, every node should transmit once and only once. Therefore, every node will not transmit on more than one channel during each slot.
We are interested in determining the optimal and the optimal , which can minimize the frame length. The frame length in the MCGD is . Since , with the increase of , the minimum to satisfy the condition can be decreased, which implies a potential decrease in . For any ( is a positive integer), will remain the same. Since the increase in implies the potential decrease of , should be close to as much as possible (but receivers and transmitters, it is easy to extend the single-channel MGD algorithm to the multichannel system with larger broadcast traffic throughput (equivalent to times smaller MFL). However, under the condition of one transmitter per node, the MGD cannot be applied to multichannel networks. In this case, the MCGD can still achieve approximately times smaller MFL than the MGD, which is considered a good performance. Moreover, it is the first topology-transparent scheduling scheme for the broadcast traffic in the multichannel MPRNs. Table II illustrates the MFL of the MCGD, which is compared with the MFL of the MGD.
Next, we provide an example for further illustration. Assume the number of MSs is 800, the maximum number of neighbors for each node is 7, and the available channels are 5. Hence,
. By the MCGD, we can determine that , ,
, and the optimal . Over each channel, each frame is composed of six subframes, each of which is composed of eight slots. Hence, the MFL is . The frame structure is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The utilized polynomial over GF (29) is , , and are . Assume a node utilizes to generate its transmission slots in the MCGD and denote [ ] as the th slot in the th subframe over the th channel. Then the transmission slots for are [0, 1, 3] , [1, 2, 4] , [2, 4, 0] , [3, 5, 1] , [4, 0, 3] , [5, 1, 4] , [6, 3, 0] , [7, 4, 1] .
B. Proposed Multichannel (MC) LSD
From Theorem 2, we know that the LSD scheme is a special case of the GF design scheme in which is restricted to be a prime or prime power. Through a similar method as described in Section III-B, the Latin squares can be utilized in the multichannel MPRNs. The frame structure of the MCLSD is the same as the MCGD. nodes will share one common Latin square from the orthogonal set and the transmission pattern of each of these nodes is represented by one of the distinct symbol patterns in the first rows of the Latin square. For a given node , suppose its assigned symbol appears in entry of the square. Then, during each frame, will transmit on the th channel during the th subframe, th slot. Since each symbol will appear times in the first rows of the Latin square, each node will transmit in slots during each frame and the frame length is . Through a similar derivation process, we can obtain the MFL of the MCLSD, which is . Further, in the MCLSD, there is no prime (or prime-power) limitation, by which the MCLSD may achieve possible performance gain as compared with the MCGD under certain conditions. Detailed description and the derivation process of the MCLSD is omitted due to space limitations.
V. PERFORMANCE ANLAYSIS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. General Performance
The proposed TDMA broadcast scheduling designs are topology independent. By being immune to the topology changes, no protocol overhead will be involved due to the dynamic topology, even if nodes move very quickly. Moreover, during each frame, every node is guaranteed to successfully broadcast one packet to all of its neighbors, regardless of the topology change speed and traffic load. The fairness of the proposed scheduling schemes is obvious since, even if the traffic load is very high, no node can monopolize the channel. By determining the MFL, the maximum throughput of the broadcast traffic can be obtained as . Since the LSD scheme can be regarded as a specific case of the GF design scheme when is a prime or prime power and when is not a prime or prime power is still unknown, we mainly focus on the performance of the GF-based scheduling designs.
B. Performance Analysis of the MGD
In the MGD, and are computed during the system initialization. Then the polynomials will be assigned to all the nodes and each node will calculate its transmission slots within the frame. During each frame, a node can broadcast one packet to its neighbors. Hence, the maximum throughput of the MGD is determined by its MFL. Compared with the GRAND, the MFL of the MGD is much smaller, which significantly increases the maximum broadcast traffic throughput.
1) MFL Comparisons With the GRAND:
We will compare the MFL generated by the GRAND and that by the MGD in the following two cases. One is that is fixed while increases and the other is that is fixed while increases. The comparisons of the MFL between the GRAND and MGD for and is given in Fig. 7 . In each case, increases from 3 to 45. In Fig. 8 , the comparisons of the MFL between the GRAND and the MGD are displayed for and . In each case, increases from 100 to 5000.
It can be seen that the MFL generated by the MGD is always much smaller than the MFL generated by the GRAND, especially when is not small. When is fixed, with the increase of , the MFL generated by the GRAND increases much more quickly than that generated by the MGD. Furthermore, we can find that the GRAND is more sensitive to the change of and, obviously, the stability of the MGD is much better than the GRAND. In Fig. 7 , it is also seen that the MFL of the GRAND drops sharply at some values of . The reason is as follows. From [1] , we acknowledge that and, hence, for a certain , decreases when increases. Since the MFL of the GRAND with the increase of , decreases by 1 at some values of . For example, for , which makes the MFL drop sharply. During the periods that remains unchanged, the MFL increases when increases. When is fixed, the MFL of the GRAND increases with in a step-like manner, while the MFL of the MGD increases with more slowly and smoothly. Again, the MFL of the MGD is much smaller than that of the GRAND.
2) Broadcast Throughput Performance: Next, we will analyze the throughput performance of the MGD for the broadcast traffic. In the broadcast mode, since the acknowledgment packets may suffer conflicts, no MAC layer-acknowledgment scheme is assumed. If a node attempts to broadcast a packet to its neighbors, it should transmit the same packet in all of its transmission slots during one frame to guarantee that every neighbor receives at least one packet successfully. Define the system throughput as the average number of packets broad- casted successfully per slot in the network and as the maximum system throughput. Moreover, define the service load as the average number of packets arrived per slot in the network and assume that the service load is uniquely distributed to all the nodes. Suppose the MFL is . Then . When the service load becomes less than , the system throughput should be equal to the service load. Otherwise, the system throughput will be equal to . Fig. 9 illustrates between the MGD and the GRAND. Moreover, Fig. 10 illustrates the relationship between the system throughput and the service load.
C. Performance Analysis of the MCGD
In the MCGD, when , , and are given, and can be determined. Then every node will be assigned a polynomial to determine its transmission map. 
1) MFL of the MCGD:
The MCGD is the same as the MGD when . For -channel networks, the MFL of the MCGD is about ( is not large) times smaller than that of the MGD. If , the MFL of the MCGD will be 1. The MFL of the MCGD is determined by , , and . Fig. 11 illustrates the relationship between the MFL and given and ( increases from 1 to 50). It can be seen that given and , the change of the MFL with is not smooth. Better, can be determined for certain and . For example, when , the MFL is the same for from 24 to 33. Thus, the efficient choice should be . 2) Throughput Performance: In the MCGD, . Suppose the service overload is uniquely distributed to all the nodes. When the service overload is less than , the system throughput should be equal to the service overload. Otherwise, the system throughput will equal to . Fig. 12 illustrates the changes of with , , and . It can be seen that, with the increase of , the difference between the throughput of MCGD and (throughput of MGD) becomes larger. The reason is as follows. In the MCGD, with the increase of , the MFL will be closer to its upper bound 1, which means that the will be closer to its upper bound, . After reaches its upper bound, a further increase of will not improve . The closer the to its upper bound, the slower the increases with . Fig. 13 illustrates the system throughput performance with the service overload for given , , and .
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose the MGD and the LSD for topologytransparent broadcast scheduling in single-channel networks. The MGD obtains much smaller MFL than the existing scheme, while the LSD can even achieve potential performance gain compared with the MGD. Moreover, the inner relationship between scheduling designs based on different theories is revealed and proved, which provides valuable insight to the scheduling design. For the topology-transparent broadcast scheduling in multichannel networks, in which little research has been done, the proposed MCGD can reduce the MFL approximately times as compared with the MGD when channels are available. Detailed numerical results show that the proposed algorithms outperform existing algorithms in the sense that they can generate much smaller MFL. It is worthwhile to make continuous efforts in this and related research areas.
